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If your business doesn’t 
use humor, you’re not 

getting the results 
you deserve



Bluetick



Manly Bands



Mapistry
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Why is humor sometimes  
uncomfortable?

● Joking makes us vulnerable
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Why is humor sometimes  
uncomfortable?

● Work is serious… right?





Why is humor sometimes  
uncomfortable?

● We don’t want to offend





● Activates parts of the brain 
associated with happiness + 
fulfillment

How humor works in the brain



Goal state



Play state



Don’t make your user feel 
like your product or offer 

is a taskmaster



Unbounce



How to pick your humor topic

● Customer research is your friend here!

● Ask your users what they like





Look for
patterns + preferences
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How to pick your humor style

Our environment = Observation

Ourselves = Self-deprecation

There are 2 failsafe humor styles:





Observational humor





Self-deprecating humor
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Where to use humor

● NEVER in your value proposition

● SOMETIMES in your landing pages 
and website copy

● ALWAYS in your emails and in-app



HOW to 
punch up 
your copy



3 categories of Punchups

1. Show your emotions

2. Piss off your grammar teacher

3. Lead the way



Show your emotions



Write in ALL CAPS



Rockin’ Green



Choose comic book words



Purple



Make “asides”



Warby Parker



PooPourri



Use GIFs + emoji



Airstory



Soapbox by Wistia





Piss off your 
grammar teacher



(POYGT)
You’re definitely not gonna forget that one



Make mistakes



Sumo





Contract + 
abbreviate words







Eventfarm



Simple abbrevs you can use
● Gonna (going to)
● Sposed to (supposed to)
● Doncha (don’t you)
● Hafta (have to)
● Jelly (jealous)
● Totes (totally)



Chop up your sentences



Who Gives a Crap



CBInsights
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Lead the way



Ask + answer questions



TextExpander



Trail off with ellipses



Brain.fm



Include a call to action



TunnelBear
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● You need to use humor — it’s 
science, brah

● Use humor in-app and in emails

● Aim for observational and/or 
self-deprecating humor

● Punch up your copy line by line







Thanks!
I’m Lianna Patch,
a big dork who writes copy for SaaS and ecommerce. 

Find me at @punchlinecopy + right in front of your face right now

punchlinecopy.com/bbw-island-2018More fun stuff
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